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As the name of this tool implies, YAAI - Yet Another Avi Info allows you to view the information of an Audio Video Interleave
file. An app like this is helpful the moment you frequently work with video processing tools. YAAI - Yet Another Avi Info does

not come with an installation package, so it's portable; you can directly run its executable file to access its features, as well as
store it to a USB flash drive (or any other storage device), in order to run it on any computer. This way, you can carry YAAI -

Yet Another Avi Info with you when you're on the move. Plus, no leftover items can be found on the hard drive or in the
Windows Registry after deleting the tool. Upon program initialization, you can use the file browser to locate and open an AVI
item. The UI of YAAI - Yet Another Avi Info is plain and uncomplicated. There are several tabs available through the main

application window. In the first one you can check out details regarding the file (name, format, size, streams), audio and video
stream (e.g. compression, average bit rate, resolution, color depth, running time, frames, keyframes, sample rate, channel mode,
audio delay). This data can be saved to a TXT or NFO file. YAAI - Yet Another Avi Info provides a feature which allows you
to synchronize the audio stream with the video while previewing the clip in a built-in media player. In addition, it is possible to
edit author information (e.g. artist, comments, copyright), as well as configure program settings, such as integrating the app into

the Explorer-context menu and making it stay on top of other windows. The simple-to-use app needs a moderate amount of
system resources, is very responsive to commands and worked smoothly during our tests; we have not come across any error
dialogs and YAAI - Yet Another Avi Info did not freeze or crash. The bottom line is that this software tool can prove to be

reliable for video processing. YAAI - Yet Another Avi Info Review: YAAI - Yet Another Avi Info is an app that allows you to
view information about an AVI, including its file format, ID3 tags, audio and video streams, average bit rate, color depth,

sample rate, keyframes and frames. It can save this information to a TXT or

YAAI - Yet Another Avi Info

Cracked YAAI - Yet Another Avi Info With Keygen is a freeware yet powerful AVI Info utility that scans an AVI file to give
you detailed information about the audio video interleaved file. It extracts video resolution information, audio codec,

compression method, audio delay, video delay, audio sampling frequency, video sampling frequency and many other details,
synchronizes the audio stream with the video, converts the audio to your preferred audio format and converts the video to your

preferred video format. You can print detailed info using the built in printer and save the data in text file. It can also hide certain
files as requested. YAAI - Yet Another Avi Info Free Download Click on the above button to start YAAI - Yet Another Avi

Info free download. It is a small tool to view avi info of.avi file. Most popular downloads One of the most recurring problems
with software products and applications is that you have to give up control. On one hand, it makes the experience cheaper and

faster. On the other, it means that you can't trust the software to do exactly what you want it to do, since it is running on
someone else's machine. Avi Info for Mac is a tool for avi file details, such as file name, resolution, format, running time, and

more. Avi Info is a solution for avi file problems like as corrupted, missing, and failed. It can also fill in missing details
(resolution, duration, or other). Adobe Systems Incorporated makes use of the "Flash" trademark for the software products
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formerly known as Flash Player. These products are now known as Adobe Flash Professional or Adobe Flash Builder, or other
names that are official or unique to their product family. ImgBurn is a program for burning digital video, audio, and data CDs

and DVDs. It has been optimized for the new Windows 7 operating system, so it is easy to use. You are downloading trial
version and you are not offered registration/license key. The program can be freely downloaded and installed to a hard disk of a
computer (desktop PC or laptop computer) and be used permanently but the trial period lasts 30 days. CAM Streaming Software

is a perfect tool for video post production where users are capturing footage from their webcams and other portable media
devices. The captured video can be processed using this software. It is a very easy to use program; you just need to drag and

drop 09e8f5149f
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YAAI - Yet Another Avi Info is a simple-to-use but extremely comprehensive utility program that can do a lot for a relatively
small price. Its diverse array of features have been designed to act fast and be stable, so you won't need to wait long before it
gets the job done. The tool lets you check the information on an AVI file and save it to a TXT or NFO file. It offers support for
up to three AVI sources, as well as an integrated media player. It allows you to synchronize the audio stream with the video,
record video, edit author information (e.g. artist, comments, copyright), and configure program settings, such as integrating the
app into the Explorer-context menu. When the utilities are first launched, they prepare a list of AVI sources which can then be
open with YAAI - Yet Another Avi Info. YAAI - Yet Another Avi Info benefits from the newest technology, therefore it runs
smoothly at all times and doesn't require any large quantities of system resources. It is secure, so you can use it without worrying
about data loss, damage to the system, or any other unacceptable incidents. ... Enjoy! Features Show or hide the file icon from
the list of Explorer shortcuts Get and set the default (system) picture for the folder view Allow dragging and dropping of
documents to and from the context menu, as well as the properties dialog Show or hide the file icon from the list of Explorer
shortcuts How to choose the best screen Saver for your computer? If you have a Windows computer, you must have a screen
saver application installed on it. Have you ever wondered what a screen saver is? When you are in an idle state, the computer
will lock the screen and disable the mouse/keyboard. Then the screen saver will start to display the random pictures or patterns
you have set in the app. It is a really convenient way to protect your screen since it can make the keyboard and mouse inactive. I
came across a collection of twelve free screensavers with pictures of Microsoft products such as Windows, Internet Explorer,
Outlook, and other components of the Windows operating system. Why are they free? They were created by Microsoft as a
promotion of the Windows OS. These free screensavers are not pirated. The Microsoft Office Screen Saver The Microsoft
Windows 2000 Screen Saver The Computer Dictionary If you're trying

What's New In?

YAAI - Yet Another Avi Info is a freeware software product developed by inio-data. Software piracy is theft, using unlawful
means to obtain a work protected by copyright laws. The user of this product needs to be aware that software piracy is illegal
and is not permitted. Demo and Installers: You can try out YAAI - Yet Another Avi Info at the official website www.inio-
data.com. Buy a premium to download file with fast speedthanksRapidgator.net YAAI - Yet Another Avi Info - a powerful
application to view avi files which lets you view the basic info on avi files as well as adds the video into Windows explorer. It is
also multi-functionality editor and controls, which allows easy editing and playback of various avi media. What's new in this
version: Added multiple new features, including: o Synchronize audio with video, o Edit author information, o Multiple
windows, o Program Settings, o Save tab and load tab (1.0.0) Download YAAI - Yet Another Avi Info 1.0.0 Full Version Here
you can download a fully functional version of YAAI - Yet Another Avi Info 1.0.0 Build 564 for free. YAAI - Yet Another Avi
Info is a powerful application to view avi files which lets you view the basic info on avi files as well as adds the video into
Windows explorer. It is also multi-functionality editor and controls, which allows easy editing and playback of various avi
media. YAAI - Yet Another Avi Info - a powerful application to view avi files which lets you view the basic info on avi files as
well as adds the video into Windows explorer. It is also multi-functionality editor and controls, which allows easy editing and
playback of various avi media. What's new in this version: o Y
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System Requirements:

Mac OS X v10.10.5 or later Google Chrome Chrome for Mac is recommended. If you don’t have it, you can download it for
free here. Processor: 2GHz or faster Memory: 1GB Graphics: 1GB VRAM DirectX: Version 9.0 Storage: 1GB available space
MOGA Controller: recommended *Note: the emulators can use 2GB of RAM, but they need to swap to disk, causing some
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